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Name: Magnet: Date:

Defense Panel:

Backpack Presentation Guidelines
10-15 minute presentation
Present an introduction slide and 4 different artifacts (3 from 3
different Success Skill areas AND 1 from School Signature)
Need one artifact each that demonstrates literacy and
numeracy (grade level Math and ELA standards)
Backpack evidence should reflect knowledge and application
of science, social strudies, practical living and the arts.

Backpack Digital Portfolio
Digital Backpack must include 2 artifacts for each of the 5 skill
folders and 1 artifact in School Signature
Include 11 artifacts in your Backpack

Prepared and Resilient Learner Status

Demonstrates real world knowledge of content skills/standards P+ P I

Reflects on successes and challenges and makes adjustments to achieve academic, personal, and professional growth P+ P I

Sets personal goals for transition readiness, explores post-secondary options and takes steps toward realizing both P+ P I

Effective Communicator Status

Uses appropriate conventions and evidence to convey ideas clearly in writing, verbally, digitally and visually P+ P I

Adapts message to purpose and needs of the audience P+ P I

Uses discipline-specific writing conventions, formats and vocabulary to communicate ideas P+ P I

Emerging Innovator Status

Employs a sense of curiosity by asking questions to extend, challenge and clarify the thinking of self and others P+ P I

Applies a design process (e.g., research, modeling, prototyping, testing) to create new solutions, products and processes P+ P I



Takes appropriate risks, and makes adjustments based on successes and failures P+ P I

Globally and Culturally Competent Citizen Status

Explores community and global issues from the perspectives of those most impacted and creates actionable solutions P+ P I

Promotes a sense of belonging and compassion for others P+ P I

Respects different cultures, perspectives and beliefs P+ P I

Productive Collaborator Status

Works effectively with diverse groups to accomplish a common goal P+ P I

Gives and receives meaningful feedback P+ P I

Actively listens to understand others’ ideas and perspectives P+ P I

School Signature Item - Required Status

Presentation reflects careful thought, planning, preparation, and professionalism P+ P I

Responds appropriately and thoroughly to questions/comments P+ P I

Includes an artifact that you are proud of and that represents an experience particular to Manual (e.g., artifacts relating to
club leadership, athletic success and growth, academic team participation, school-based service hours, school-wide
events [Multicultural Fair, Black History Month]), a school performance, a magnet-specific assignment, a school
publication)

P+ P I

Overall Defense Status

Digital Backpack Includes

2 artifacts in each of the 5
skill folders and 1 in artifact
in School Signature
Explanations and
descriptions for each artifact

Passing with
Distinction (P+)

Passing (P) Resubmit
(4 or more Incompletes)



Notes (strengths and areas of growth):


